October 15, 2020, 6pm
"Between Muraqqa' and Encyclopedia: Mughal-French Exchange in the Late Eighteenth Century"
Chanchal Dadlani
Associate Professor of Art History, Wake Forest University
Harvard HAA PhD '09

November 5, 2020, 6pm
"Mapping Cosmopolitanism: An Eighteenth-Century Printed Ottoman Atlas and the Turn to Baroque"
Ünver Rüstem
Assistant Professor of Art History, Johns Hopkins University
Harvard HAA PhD '13

December 3, 2020, 6pm
"Professor Wace’s Turkish Sampler: Ottoman Embroiderers and Continental Collectors of Woven Archaeologies"
Deniz Türker
Assistant Professor, Islamic Art and Architecture, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Harvard CMES/HAA PhD ‘16

THE AGA KHAN PROGRAM FOR ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE AT HARVARD UNIVERSITY
To register, or for further information, email agakhan@fas.harvard.edu